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A Finite Element Method

for Solving Heimholt/ Type Equations

in Waveguides and Other Unbounded Domains*

By Charles I. Goldstein

Abstract. A finite element method is described for solving Helmholtz type boundary value

problems in unbounded regions, including those with infinite boundaries. Typical examples

include the propagation of acoustic or electromagnetic waves in waveguides. The radiation

condition at infinity is based on separation of variables and differs from the classical

Sommerfeld radiation condition. It is shown that the problem may be replaced by a boundary

value problem on a fixed bounded domain. The behavior of the solution near infinity is

incorporated in a nonlocal boundary condition. This problem is given a weak or variational

formulation, and the finite element method is then applied. It is proved that optimal error

estimates hold.

1. Introduction. We shall describe and analyze a numerical procedure based on the

finite element method for solving Helmholtz type equations in unbounded regions £2

with either finite or infinite boundary 3ß. When 3S2 is bounded (the "exterior

problem"), the appropriate radiation condition at infinity that ensures well-posed-

ness of the problem is the classical Sommerfeld radiation condition. There are,

however, many important physical problems for which the Sommerfeld radiation

condition is not the correct one. This occurs, for example, in connection with the

propagation of acoustic or electromagnetic waves in a waveguide [1], as well as wave

propagation problems arising in underwater acoustics [2]. In such cases the problem

may be shown to be mathematically well-posed using a radiation condition obtained

by separation of variables. See [3]-[5] for a proof of this for single waveguides with

smooth boundaries. These results were extended in [6] to include more complicated

waveguide geometries.

In this paper we describe a method for approximately solving problems of the

above type by employing the finite element method on a fixed bounded subset,

Í2S C Í2. The behavior of the solution outside of ßB is incorporated in a nonlocal

boundary condition of the form du/dn = T(w) on T, where T is the outer boundary

of fis, d/dn denotes the outward normal derivative on T, and Tis obtained from the

radiation condition for the problem. We shall prove that optimal error estimates

hold for the finite element method incorporating this nonlocal radiation boundary
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condition. We shall carry out the analysis for the case of a single cylindrical

waveguide in TV-dimensions. In Section 4 we shall indicate other domains for which

the method is applicable.

The finite element has been employed by several authors to treat the exterior

problem. See, e.g., [7]—[13] and other references cited there, where various formula-

tions of the Sommerfeld radiation condition were employed to incorporate the

behavior of the solution near infinity. We shall see in Section 4 that the exterior

problem may be considered to be a special case of a conical waveguide. Hence our

method yields an alternative approach for solving the exterior problem.

The remainder of this paper may be outlined as follows. In Section 2 we give a

precise formulation of our problem for the case of a single cylindrical waveguide in

iV-dimensions. A variational formulation is given for the solution of this problem. In

Section 3 we employ the finite element to approximately solve the problem.

Furthermore, we establish optimal error estimates. The main results of the paper are

embodied in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. In Section 4 we discuss more general domains

and make some additional observations concerning this method.

2. The Boundary Value Problem in a Cylindrical Waveguide. In this section we

consider the Helmholtz equation in a perturbed semi-infinite cylindrical waveguide

ß C RN, where RN denotes V-dimensional Euclidean space with N > 2. More

general domains will be discussed in Section 4. We begin by introducing our

notation. We then establish appropriate outgoing and incoming radiation conditions

that ensure the well-posedness of the problem. Finally we shall formulate the

radiation condition at infinity in terms of a nonlocal boundary condition on the

outer boundary of a fixed bounded subset of Q and give a weak or variational

formulation of our problem.

We employ the following standard notation for Sobolev spaces of complex-valued

functions. Suppose that M is a nonnegative integer, p G [1, oo], B C RN and v is a

complex-valued function defined on B. Set

\v\w»(B) = max WF>av\\LP(B)
p \a\ — M

and

lkll<(B)=   max   \v\w«{By

Here Dav denotes the distributional or weak derivative of v. Thus || || W«XB) defines a

norm and | | wm(B) defines a seminorm. The Sobolev spaces are defined via

Wp"iB)={v.\\v\\w«(B)<œ},

and the special case p — 2 is denoted by

HM(B) = W2M(B).

Let HMiB) denote the closure of C0°°(£) in HMiB). For nonintegral j > 0, we may

define HsiB) and || || H¡(B) in the sense of interpolation theory; see, e.g., [14]. We

may also define the space i/s(A) and norm 11 ||WI(A) as in [14], where A denotes a

sufficiently smooth subset of dB (the boundary of B).

We denote an arbitrary point in RN by x = (x, xN), where x — (*,,... ,xN_x) and

xN G Rx. We define an unperturbed semi-infinite cylinder SXn as follows, for some
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Xh > 0. Let / denote a bounded iN — l)-dimensional domain. We define Sx" to

consist of all points x — (i, xN) such that xN > x% and x G /. (A two-dimensional

example of such a domain is a semi-infinite strip: 5°= {(x,,x2):0<x1 < 7r,0 =£

x2}.) We now define our waveguide ß as follows:

Q = ß° U S'»,

where ß° is a bounded set, and we assume that

ß n {x = (jc, *„): *„ > x°N) = Sx°".

We next consider the following boundary value problem in ß:

(2.1)    (-A — K2)u=f   inß,       u = 0   on 3ß, and u is "outgoing" at infinity,

where K is real, / and 3ß are smooth, /has bounded support contained in ß — S"N,

and the "outgoing" radiation condition will be defined shortly. Let A¡ denote the

(TV — l)-dimensional negative Laplacian acting in L2(/) and associated with the zero

Dirichlet boundary condition on 3/. Denote the eigenvalues of A¡, ordered increas-

ingly, by {i>n} and the corresponding orthonormal real-valued eigenfunctions by

f„(x) for each integer n > 1. (For example, in the case of the semi-infinite strip S°

defined above, we see that vn — n2.)

Suppose that vM < K2 < vM+x for some positive integer M. The outgoing radia-

tion condition for w(x) is given by

(2.2)

i- /-
«(*) =  2 c^yV^^ÍJc) +     2    cn(K)e-f^*Hn(x)

and

du(x)

dxN
n n— 1

M

2
n=\ n = M+\

M

=  2 ic¿K)JK* - v^^-^Ux)

2    cn(K)jvn-K2e-f^*»U*)
i = M+\

for each xN > x°N. The incoming radiation condition is similar except that

i/rv2 — vn is replaced by -i]JK2 — vn for 1 < n < M.

Remark 2.1. We may generalize problem (2.1) in various ways without essentially

modifying our method or results. For example, the Dirichlet boundary condition

may be replaced by a Neumann or Robin boundary condition. Furthermore, the

differential operator may be perturbed by a variable coefficient second order

differential operator with compact support in ß. Finally, the outgoing radiation

condition in (2.1) may be replaced by the incoming radiation condition.

Let A denote the differential operator acting in L2(ß) given by -A associated with

the zero Dirichlet boundary condition on 3ß, and let {\„} denote the set of point

eigenvalues of the operator A. The set {Xn} will be empty in many cases and will be

at most countable with no finite accumulation points, [15], even though the continu-

ous spectrum of A consists of the entire semi-infinite interval [vx, oo). Let A consist

of those real numbers contained in (i>,, oo) other than the sequences [vn] and {A„}.

The following theorem is a consequence of the results in [3] or [4].
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Theorem 2.1. Suppose that K2 G A. Then there exists a unique solution u o/(2.1).

Furthermore, we have

(2.3) \\u\\HliB)<C(B,K)\\f\[H,-lm

for an arbitrary integer I > 2 and arbitrary subset B C ß, where the constant C(B, K)

is independent off.

Note that we employ the notation CiB, K) to indicate that the constant C(fi, K)

depends on B and K. Furthermore, we shall often denote different constants by the

same letter when there is no danger of confusion. We next replace problem (2.1) by a

boundary value problem on the bounded domain ßx<» C ß, where

Qx~ = ß n [x = (x,xN): xN<x%)    and   x^<x"<oo,

with x™ fixed throughout the remainder of this paper.

Suppose that A'2 G A n ivM, vM+x). Set

(2.4) vn{x'N)=<£  v(x)i;n(x)dx
■T.

XN

for arbitrary v G L2iTx, ) and x1^ < x'N < x", where

r*V = ñ n ix = (*> xn)- xn = x'n}-

It follows readily from (2.2) and the orthonormality of the functions f„(x) that

(2.5)

c„iK) = e^Kl-'-x'"u„ix'N)    forl</i<A/,

and

cn(K) = eT/'"-K2x'»u„ix'N)   forM<n,

where x£ « x'N < x%. It now follows from (2.2) and (2.5) that the solution u of (2.1)

satisfies

(2.6)

i~A-K2)u=f   inßx„,       h = 0   on3'ß^

and

du/dxN=T(u)    onrx„,

where 3'ßv« = 3ßv« n 3ß and

T(u)(x) = Tx(u)(x) + T2(u)ix)

M      _

(2-7) =«'2 v^2-"«£»(*)««(*")
B=l

-   2   J»n-K2U*)«ÂxN) forxGrx».
n = M+l

Note that the boundary operators T, Tx, and T2 defined by (2.7) are nonlocal in view

of definition (2.4).

Before proceeding further, we define Hubert spaces HsiTx,J, with j G [0,1] and

x'N G [x°N, x„], as follows. Let

H°(Tx,)={v(EL2(rx,):\\v\\A,(Tx,N)<œ},
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where

H»ll*^-(l<K(*V)p)   ■

It follows from [16] (Lemma 2.2) that, for y = 0 and 1, the spaces HjiTx, ) coincide

with the spaces HJiTx, ) and the norm on HJiTx, ) is equivalent to the norm on

HjiTx,N). (Note that h\yx.h) = L\Tx,n).) Since the"spaces H\Tx,n) define a Hubert

scale connecting the spaces H°iTx, ) and HxiTx, ), it follows from interpolation

theory (see, e.g., [14]) that for s G [0,1], s ¥= \, the spaces H'(YX, ) and H\TX: ) are

identical and the corresponding norms are equivalent. We thus have the following

useful estimate:

/    oo \ 1/2

(2.8) C,(y)„o|[ff,(r.,<    2 <K(**)|2
\n=l /

<Cj(5)Hollff»(rxV)   foreachiG [0,1],j # \,

where C2(i) and C2(j) are independent of v G Ü'iTx,). Since \jvn — K2 < jir for

n > M, it follows readily from (2.7), (2.8) and the orthonormality of the functions

£„(*) that

(2.9) WTi^W^^CiK^vW^^   foreachceH'ir,-).

In order to approximate the solution of (2.6) by the finite element method, we

obtain a variational formulation of this problem. We define

HE= [v. v E: Hx{axV) nH'(rïj-)andij = 0on3'flJt-}.

It readily follows, using integration by parts, that the solution u of (2.6) satisfies

(2.10) a(u,v) = (f, v) = f   fvdx,   for each v G HE,
Jci _

where a(, ) is defined by

°'V

(2.11) a(w,v)=f   (vw • Vü - K2wv)dx - <£   Tiw)v dx.

Note that a(w, t>) is defined for w, v G HE since it follows from the Schwarz

inequality and (2.9) that

<£   Tiw)v dx ITX^II^r^lloll^r^^CiirJIIwll^r^lltjIl^r^^oo.
/V N N

Remark 2.2. In order for the numerical method we are describing in this paper to

be computationally feasible, it is necessary that the cross section / be simple enough

that the eigenvalues [vn), eigenfunctions {f„(x)}, and integrations over / may be

easily obtained. This is typically the case in most engineering and physical applica-

tions; see, e.g., [17]. Another point worth noting at this time is that the last term in

the definition (2.11) of the bilinear form a(, ) requires the summation of an infinite

series, in view of (2.7). We shall see in Theorem 3.2 that suitable error estimates hold

even when this series is truncated.
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3. The Finite Element Method. In this section we describe how to approximate the

solution of (2.1) using the finite element method. We then establish the well-posedness

of the approximate problem and optimal error estimates.

Let {Sh: h G (0,1]} denote a family of finite-dimensional subspaces of HE. We

shall require the following approximation property of our subspaces Sh:

(3.1) >

inf    || v - x II £2(i2   ) + h\v-x \„x(a   )
es x " n

+ /i'/21| v - x II L>(1>) +h3/2 \v-x \h>(Tx„) ) < Chr || v \\ „r,^

for each v G H'iSlx«,), h G (0,1], and each integer /' G [2, /], where C is indepen-

dent of h and v, and / is an integer greater than one. Estimate (3.1) is satisfied by the

usual finite element spaces employed in practice. Typically, such subspaces are

constructed by partitioning ßx=c into simple subsets, th, of diameter Oih) and letting

Sh consist of sufficiently smooth functions, vh, vanishing on 3'ßx« and such that

vh | th is a polynomial of degree less than /.

In view of (2.10), we define our finite element approximation uh to the solution u

of (2.1) by the equation

(3.2) a(tt*,e*) = (/,»*)    for each vh G Sh.

Choosing a basis for the space Sh, we obtain from (3.2) a finite system of linear

equations to be solved for our desired approximation to the solution on ßx*. For a

comprehensive treatment of the finite element method in connection with elliptic

boundary value problems, see [18].

Remark 3.1. In general, it is not always possible to impose the Dirichlet boundary

condition on functions in Sh. (This problem does not arise in the case of a Neumann

or Robin boundary condition.) Various methods have been developed for modifying

the finite element method so as to circumvent the difficulty associated with the

Dirichlet boundary condition (see [18] and the references cited there). We also

observe that, for the simple cross sections / employed in practical problems, this

boundary condition can usually be imposed on functions in Sh everywhere in ß

except in the bounded set ßxo. For the sake of simplicity, we shall employ the finite

element method as formulated above.

Our first result establishes the well-posedness of problem (3.2) and optimal error

estimates for u — uh when h is sufficiently small.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that u satisfies (2.1) with K2 G A n ivM, vM+x) and our

family of finite element spaces [Sh: h G (0,1 ]} satisfies assumption (3.1). Then there is

an h0iK) G (0,1] such that there exists a unique solution uh of (3.2) provided

h G (0, h0iK)]. Furthermore, we have

II u-u" II L2(a^ + h || «- uh || H,(0xa) ̂C(K)h' \\u || „l(a^,

where CiK) is independent of h and u.
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Proof. To begin with, let us assume that there exists a solution uh of (3.2). Set

eh — u — uh, and apply (2.7) and (2.11) to obtain

(3.3)   aie\eh)=\eh\lx,a^- KHeHh,*^- 6   (Tx(eh) + T2(eh))Vh dx.
XN

It follows readily from (2.4) (with v replaced by eh) and (2.7) that

_ 00

<j>   T2(e») eh dx = -    2     h-K2\eh„(x%)\2

(3.4) and

n = M+l

M

j>   Tx(eh)ehdx = i2lK2-vn\e»n(x~)\.
r*« «=i

Combining (3.3) and (3.4) and equating real parts of the resulting equation, we

deduce

(3.5)

//'(n,«,) 2     f~^T2\e»n(x™)\
n = M+l

— Í v'z _l  lMl ~h ||2= (K2+ï)\\eh\\2l}(rl^ + ^a(e\eh),

where Re a(, ) denotes the real part of a(, ).

In order to estimate the last term in (3.5), we apply (2.10), (2.11), (3.1), (3.2), the

Schwarz inequality, and the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality to obtain a

XëS' such that

|a(e*,e*)| = |a(«\tt-x)|

< CA'"' Il uII H,,QJ\ veh ̂    , + hK2\\eh II ̂j)
IV    V XN NI

+ <£   T(eH)(u- x)dx
xN

CiK,e)h^-nu\\2„l(a^ + e\\ek\\%x(a^

6   T(eh)(u- x)dx
■TV«

(3.6)

+

for arbitrary e G (0,1]. It follows from (2.7), (3.1), the trace inequality (see, e.g.,

[14]), the Schwarz inequality, and the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality that

<6   Tx(eh)(u-x)dx \Tx(ek)\\L2{TjX)\\u-x\\L\rx^

(3.7) C(K)ll^(r>)ll«-xllL'(r,

CiK,e)h«'-Hu\\2H,,Q   ) + elk* 11^,.
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We may now employ (2.4), (2.7), (2.8), (3.1), the Schwarz inequality, and the

arithmetic-geometric mean inequality to deduce

j>   T2(e")(u - x)dx

ou

2     Jvn-K2eh(x%)(^x)n(x%)
n = M+l

e     2     h-K2K(xN)\
n = M+\

+ C(e)    2     ^„-A-2(M-x)„(x-)(U-x)„(^)
n = M+\

(3.8)

oo - 2 ;        oo

e    2     h-K2\ehAxN)\   +C(e)       2     \(u-X)ÁxÑ
n = M+l

X|      2     (vn-K2)\(u-x)n(x%)\
, n = M+\

n = M+l

1/2

1/2

<e    2    h-K2Vn(xÑ)\  +C(e)||i/-xll£2(r,w)ll«-xll//.(r,-)
n = M+l N "

00 /- 2

<e    2     h-K2\ehn(x%)\   + C(e)h2V-x)\\u\\2H,(axœ).
n = M+l "

Finally, we combine (3.6)—(3.8) to conclude that, for arbitrary e G (0,1 ], we have

\a(e", e")\< C(K, «)**'-'> Il « Il fo,.) + 2e||e*||2„,(S2 .,
N

,2
(3-9)

+*    2    h-K2\e*n(xn2-
n = M+l

Set e = \ in (3.9), and then combine this estimate with (3.5) to conclude that

(3.10)

\(\\ehW2„^^+      2     ^n-K2\ehn(x%)\2)
Z \ " n = M+\ I

<C(A-)(/i2<'-1>||M||2/^)+lk"H22(^)).

It thus suffices to estimate || eh II L2(S2 œ). It follows from the definition of the L2

norm that

\eh\\,2 L2(Q^) sup

(3.11)

I («*.») I
♦ ecyíO,,,) M ¿'(O,-)

|(e\(-A-A-2)$)
SUP -ñ—ii-

where $ denotes the solution of (2.1) with / replaced by <p and the outgoing radiation

condition replaced by the incoming radiation condition. It is readily seen, using the
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arguments of Section 2, that $ satisfies the following boundary value problem:

(3.12)

where

(3.13)

(-A - K2)$ = <f>   inßx«,       $ = 0    onB'ÍL«,

and

3$

3x,
= r*($) = r*($) + r2(«D)  onrx»,

M     -

77(4) = _/2 ^2-,J„(x)On(x~).
n=l

We now apply integration by parts, (2.7), (2.10), (2.11), (3.2), (3.12), and (3.13) to

see that

(3.14)    |(e\(-A-*2)*)| f   (veh V$ - K2ehQ>) dx - j)   ehT*(®)dx

= \a(eh,$)\ = \a(eh,Q - x)|    for eachx £5*..

Applying (2.7), (2.8), (2.11), (3.1), the Schwarz inequality, and the argument leading

to (3.8), we obtain axeS* such that

\a(e»,<i>-x)\

(3.15)   < C7Ä||*||ffa<OjcCo)(|e*|w.<Oj[0o) + Ar^ll^ll^o^+CiÄ:)*1/^!^*,!
*N    \ N N 'n

l/2\

+ (     2     h-K2\ehn(x%)\2\
\n = M+l I

Since $ is the incoming solution of (2.1) corresponding to data </>, it follows from [3]

or [4] that

(3.16) IGIIi/'íü,..)^!!*!!^..,.

Combining (3.11) with (3.14)—(3.16) and the trace inequality, we deduce

(3.17) \\eh\\2û(^)<C(K)h2\\\eh\\2H^)+      2     h - K2 |e'(*£)|
" \ " n = M+\

We may now combine (3.10) and (3.17) to obtain an h0iK) G (0,1] such that, for

h G(0, A0(/O],wehave

oo _ 2

(3.18) lk*H2ff,(0jtgo)+     2    Jvn-K2\e*„(x%)\  <C(A')A2<'-,)||W||2fi(^).
n = M+ 1

Finally, we conclude from (3.17) and (3.18) that

(3.19) Ik*«!*»,.) + h\\e"\\Hx,axm) < CiKWUtiUn,,^.

We now complete the proof of the theorem as follows. In order to prove that

problem (3.2) is well-posed for A(0, A0(A^)], it suffices to prove uniqueness since Sh

is finite dimensional. Hence, suppose that uh satisfies (3.2) with/= 0. Since problem
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(2.1) is well-posed by Theorem 2.1, it follows that u = 0. We thus see from (3.19)

that uh = 0 for h G (0, h0iK)], so that (3.2) is well-posed. The remainder of the

theorem now follows immediately from (3.19).    Q.E.D.

Remark 3.2. It follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1 that h0iK) decreases as K

increases. This is typical for numerical methods applied to Helmholtz type equations

and is due to the oscillatory nature of the solution.

In view of (2.7) and (2.11), it is necessary to sum an infinite series in order to

compute the matrix equations resulting from (3.2). In the remainder of this section,

we determine the effect on our error estimates of truncating this infinite series. To

this end, we now replace the boundary operator T defined in (2.7) by the operator

TJ defined as follows for J 3= M + 1 and for each v G HxiTx«>) and x G Tx«,,

T\v)ix) = Txiv)ix) + T[vix) = Tx(v)(x)

(3.20)
7-1

2   ^-í2í„(í)»K),
n = M+l

where 1JnZxM+, is defined to be zero for J = M + 1.

We define

aJ(w,v)= f    (vw-  Vu — K2wv) dx
•'nxN

(3.21) -<£   TJ(w)vdx    for each w, v G HE.

In our next theorem we show that, for J sufficiently large (independent of h ), the

following problem has a unique solution u) :

(3.22) aJ(uhj,vh) = (/, vh),   for each vh G 5*.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose that u satisfies (2.1) with K2 G A fl ivM, vM+{) and the

family of spaces {Sh: h G (0,1)]} satisfies (3.1). Then there exists an h0iK) G (0,1]

and an integer J0iK) > M + 1, independent of h, such that, for h G (0, h0iK)], there

exists a unique solution u) of {A.22) provided J > J0iK). Furthermore, we have for an

arbitrary integer p > 1

j-\     ,_ \'/2

(3.23)

and

l«-«*lljf'(0^)+(   V   fo-K2\{«-«kj)n(x%)\2)
N \n = M+\ I

<C(^)A'-Ml«llHi(ß,„) + Ce-v^^^-^^-,>/2||«||ff^0

*J II Z.2(£2xoo)
-uh,\\r^o^<(c(K)h + C(e)pp+c)\\u-uhJ\\ff^)

J-i     .- 2\'/2

(3.24) +Ch[     2     ^„-A-2|(M-M/)n(x£)
i = A/+l

+ Ce-VV^**-^ V*-'>/21| u || „,(I> )

for e > 0 arbitrarily small.
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Proof. To begin with, we assume that u) satisfies (3.22) and set e) — u — u). As in

the proof of Theorem 3.1, it follows from (3.20) and (3.21) that

j-i

(3-25)

l^yll/r'to,«,)
N

2    h^&KeSUxS)]
= M+\

= (K2+l)\\ehJ\\1Lhüxm) + KeaJ(ehJ,ehJ).

n = M+\

To estimate the last term in (3.25), we observe from (2.7), (2.10), (2.11), and

(3.20)-(3.22) that

(3.26)

/- -
«y(*/, **) = «/(*/*. « " x) ~   2 k~ K2 u„(x%) (X - hJ )„(*£)

n=J

for each x G Sh.

Employing the same argument as in the proof of (3.9), we see that we may choose a

XêS* such that, for arbitrary e G (0,1 ], we have

|a/(^,M-x)|<C(^,£)A2<'-1)||M||2/^oo)

(3.27)

N

J-l

+ 2elk;,ll2,,(fW + e    2     f^K2 \(ehj)n(xV)\ ■
n = M+l

We next estimate the last term in (3.26). It follows from (2.8), the Schwarz

inequality, and the triangle inequality that

2 ^„-à-2m„(x-)(x-^)„(x£)
n=J

(3-28) <( 2 (»„-K2)k(x£)|2)     (\\e!¡\\LHT^+\\u-x\\LHr^)-

In view of (2.2) and (2.5), we obtain

M

u(x,x%)=   2 cm(K)ei^TZ^x^m(x)

m=\

(3.29) +      2    e-f^^-xHm(x)um(x°N).
n = M+\

It thus follows from the orthonormality of the fOT(x) that, for n > M + 1, we have

(3.30) uH{x%) = 6   u(x,x-)Ux)dx = e-f^"^-^un(x°N).

We now employ (2.8), (3.1), (3.28), (3.30), the trace inequality, and the arithmetic-

geometric mean inequality to deduce
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OU_

2 f„-K2un(x%)(x-u>})n(x%)
n=7

1/2

^e-ifiF&Ufi-'bi  2 (v„-K2)\un(x°N)
\ n=J

(3.31) x(||^||,2(r^+l|M-xll^„))

< Ce-f^^-A)( || u || 2 +  ||    A y 2 + Ä2/- 1 ,| a|| 2 ) .
\ XN N N    I

Since Vj increases with J, we now choose e = \ in (3.27) and yy sufficiently large in

(3.31) to conclude from (3.25) and (3.26) that

ï(tkÎllW»>+    2*  ^-^2|(^)„(^)|2
" n = M+\

4

(3.32) (/v2 + l)l|e*Hi1(0iM) + C(K)h2^x^\\u\\2H,(a^

■Ce-J''-Kl(x*-X»)\\u\\l
n\rxqy

We next estimate II e) || L2(Q œ). It follows as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 that

(3.33)      II4IIl^„)=      «UP
1(4. ♦)! -

=      sup
\°{e!,*)\

where <i> satisfies (3.12). It now follows from (2.7), (2.10), (2.11), and (3.20)-(3.22)

that
°°    ,- _

(3.34)      a(ehJ,<S>)=a(eJ,<¡>-X)-   2 K - K2 (u>})n(x%) X„(xn)
n=J

for each x 6= Sh. Employing (2.8), (3.16), the argument leading to (3.15), and the

trace inequality, we conclude that there exists axES* such that

K*/\*-x)|

<\\nHi{aJciK)h\\e*\\Hx(a^

7-1 1/2

(3-35)

+        2     ^-*2|e*(x£)f
\ n = M+l

x(     21    ^-À-2|(<D-x)„(x£)|:
\ n = M+l

1/2

1/2

/    oo 2\ '/¿I    00

+     2 \(eS)m(xJ¡)\ 2(vn-K2)\(<l>-xUx%)
\ n=J I \n=J

l/2\

l<í>ll^(^)k(A')A|kyAIU,(^) + CA       2     fa-K2\e!(x%)\
7-1

n = M+\

1/2

+ C(s)hx^2v^2\\e)\\H,^ (■VJ

for each j G [0, \).
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We are thus left with estimating the last term in (3.34). Employing (2.8), the

triangle inequality, and the Schwarz inequality, we obtain

00    ,- _

2 /"„-A-2(Wy)n(x£)x„(x£)
n=J

2 (v„-K2)\un(x%)\2\    (|I*-xIIl^.)+II*H/.^-))
n=J I N "

+     2 \{ehj)n(*%)\        (ll* -Xll»^-) + 11*»tf'(i»)-
n=J

We now combine (2.8), (3.1), (3.16), (3.30), and the trace inequality to deduce

n=J

(3.36)

2 A„-A-2(My)„(x»)x„(x-)

N N

+c(s)pJ-°/2\\e!;\\H<(rxj\<i>\\LH(¡x„)

for each j G [0, i). Finally, we apply (2.8), (3.32)-(3.36), and the trace inequality

and choose h sufficiently small in (3.35) and J sufficiently large (independent of A)

in (3.36) to conclude that

(3.37)

and

(3.38)

7-1

2
n = M+\

'/*W..)+     2   h-K2\{e!)n(x%)\

1/2

< C(A')A'-1|l«ll//^00) + Ce-V^^-^'llMl
/V

l4llL^0o)<(c(^)A + c(i),;î/2)lkjll//,(^)

7-1

+ CA       2     fi^&MUxtfl'
\ n = M+\

+ Ce-^fcJ(x»-x»)\\u\

h\txon)

1/2

1 H\Txo)

for eachí G [0, 5).

The well-posedness of problem (3.22) for h sufficiently small and / sufficiently

large now follows from (3.37) and the finite dimensionality of 5* in the same manner

as the analogous result in Theorem 3.1. Furthermore, it follows from (3.37) and

(3.38) that the theorem is proved with/) = 1. In order to prove (3.23) and (3.24) for

p > 1, we use the following observation due to J. Pasciak. Since supp(/) C ßxo, we

readily see, using (2.1) and (2.2), that u G C°°(rxo) and A]u — 0 on SI^o for each

integer q > 0, where the operator A¡ was defined in Section 2 as the (A/— 1)-

dimensional negative Laplacian acting in L2(/). Hence it follows from [16] that

(3.39)      Cxip)\\u\\HP(Tx0)^\  2 "nP\u„{x°N)
n=\

1/2

C2(p)\\u\\HpXTx0),
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with Cxip) < C2ip) < oo. We may now combine (3.39) with the proof of (3.31) and

(3.36) to obtain (3.23) and (3.24).    Q.E.D.

4. Additional Comments. In this section we indicate how the theory presented in

Sections 2 and 3 may be extended in various ways. We intend to investigate many of

these extensions in detail in future publications. To begin with, we observe from

(2.2) that only the first M modes of the solution u of (2.1) are propagating out to

infinity, while all of the remaining terms in (2.2) are exponentially decaying. (This is

in contrast to some of the other waveguides we shall discuss below, such as conical

waveguides, for which there are no exponentially decaying modes.) Hence it seems

reasonable that a good approximation to the solution of (2.1) may be obtained by

employing a boundary operator on Txoo that is exact for solutions containing only the

first M terms in series (2.2).

Such a boundary operator is given by the operator Tx defined in (2.7) for

K2EAnivM,vM+x)hy

Txuix) = i 2 Jk2 - vjn(x)4>   "(*', xn)Ux') dSt'.
n—\ Lx*

Another boundary operator that is exact for the first M terms of series (2.2) is given

by

(4.1) bmu(x)= n (¿-'V*2-"»)"^)-

The well-posedness of these approximate boundary value problems, as well as a

finite element analysis of these problems and the proof of a suitable error estimate

for the difference between the solution of the exact and approximate problems, will

be considered elsewhere. Note that BM is a local operator, and hence the resulting

matrix equations will be sparse. Since BM is a differential operator of order M, the

smoothness requirements of our finite element subspaces on the outer boundary

must be increased as M increases. A sequence of local, higher order differential

boundary operators for approximately solving the exterior problem was investigated

in [7].

There are various other problems for which all but a finite number of modes are

exponentially decaying. This is true, for example, in the case of a compound

cylindrical waveguide consisting of a finite union of semi-infinite cylinders, as well

as wave propagation problems in underwater acoustics (see [2]). There are, however,

a great many domains for which none of the modes are exponentially decaying. We

shall illustrate this for the case of a perturbed two-dimensional cone.

Let

ß = ß° U S'°,

where r0 5= 0, ß° is a smooth, bounded set, Sr° = {x = (r, 0): rQ < r, 0 =£ 6 =£ tra),

ir, 6) denotes the polar coordinates of a point x in R2, and 0 < a < 2. We again

consider problem (2.1) with respect to this domain. It was proved in [5] that this
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problem is well-posed for any real K ¥= 0 with the outgoing radiation condition

defined by

00

«(*) =   lcniK)Hi,%iKr)sin^-e
n=l

and

|*(*)=   2cn(K)j-rHÏ)a(Kr)sm^0,
n=l

where H{nx)aiKr) denotes the Hankel function of the first kind. The incoming

radiation condition is defined similarly with H(XJa replaced by H^Ja (the Hankel

function of the second kind). Proceeding as in Section 2, we obtain the following

boundary value problem:

(-A -K2)u=f   inß^,       m = 0   on3'ßroo    and    -£ = T(u)   on 1^,

where rx > r0, Q^ = ß n {x = (r, 6): r < rx), 3'ß^ = 30,^ n 3ß, ^ = 0(1

{x = ir, 6): r = rj) and

. S   (d/dr)HiX)a(Kr) „
(4.3) T(u)(rx, 6) = («,)-' 2 J,    'J\       »M** "j

n=\       H^a(Krx) a

with
fira n

(4.4) u„(rj= I    u(rx, 0) sin-OdO.
Jo a

Introducing a family of finite element spaces Sh as in Section 3, we obtain in an

analogous fashion the following equation for the finite element approximation

uh G Sh of the solution w:

a(uh,vh)= f   (vuh- Wh -K2uhvh)dx

-6  T(uh)v1dO = (f,vh)    for each«'' G S\

It is readily seen, using (4.3) and (4.4), that

r — , S   (d/dr)Hix)n(Kr\ -
(4.5) <£   T(u")v"d0 = (,a)-X 2 „()^"\ 'uiirjviirj.

JTr„                                    n=\       Hi,x/a(Krx)

As in Section 3, it may be seen that it suffices to take a finite number of terms in the

infinite series (4.5). In this case, however, the higher order terms in (4.2) are not

exponentially decaying, so that a larger number of terms will be required in general

than for cases in which all but a finite number of terms decay exponentially.

Observe that the exterior problem in R2 is a special case of the present problem

with a— 2. Hence our method yields an alternative approach to solving the exterior

scattering problem. The nonlocal boundary condition on Yr is obtained without

having to invert an integral operator. In addition, variable coefficients may be

treated since the Green's function need not be known.

(4.2)
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The well-posedness results of [3]-[5] were extended in [6] to a large class of

waveguides in three dimensions, including compound waveguides consisting of a

finite union of single waveguides of (possibly) different geometries. The results in [6]

also included waveguides with discontinuities. It may be seen that the finite element

method proposed here can be readily extended to these more general geometries

(providing, of course, that appropriate modifications are made when discontinuities

are present).
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